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QUESTION 1

A cloud architect is tasked with providing a design for integration with a third-party system. 

The following requirements have been identified: 

When a user requests a virtual machine, vRealize Automation should pass the user selected application name with its
key to the third-party system. 

The application list could be updated weekly following the architecture approval meeting. It currently has 250 items. 

Impacts to the vRealize Automation virtual machine request screen\\'s performance should be minimized. 

What would be the best solution to meet these requirements? 

A. Create a vRO action to return application values as "Array\String" by reading from the third-party system dynamically,
Create a display drop-down custom property with external values and map it to the vRO action. 

B. Design a schedule vRealize Orchestrator (vRO) workflow to read values from the third-party system and store in
vRO, Create a vRO action to return application values stored in vRO as "Properties", Create a Display drop-down
custom property with external values and map it to the vRO action. 

C. Create a Display drop-down custom property with external values and provide AJAX call information to the third-party
system. 

D. Design a schedule vRO workflow to read values from the third-party and store in vRO, Create a vRO action to return
application values stored in vRO as "Array\String", Create a Display drop-down custom property with external values
and map it to the vRO action. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An Internet Service Provider requires the use of vRealize Automation to create blueprints and application services. It
must catalog the blueprints once and share across multiple tenants in order to maintain standards and avoid rework.
Which statement is true about blueprints and application services? 

A. Blueprints and application services CANNOT be shared across tenants. 

B. Blueprints CANNOT be shared across tenants, but application services can be shared. 

C. Blueprints and application services can be shared across tenants. 

D. Application services can be shared across tenants, but blueprints CANNOT be shared. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3
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A company is in the process of finalizing its cross-team requirements for its Cloud Management Platform design. The
Cloud Infrastructure team has indicated that it would like a way to interact with the platform programmatically. After
some research, the decision is made to use vRealize CloudClient. What are three use cases for using the selected
command-line utility? (Choose three.) 

A. Browse the catalog and submit a request. 

B. Execute a workload reclamation request. 

C. Import and export blueprints and other content to a human-readable format. 

D. Update DNS on the vRealize Automation appliance. 

E. Execute vRealize Orchestrator workflows. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference https://code.vmware.com/tool/cloudclient/4.5.0 

 

QUESTION 4

A cloud architect is trying to determine the operational impacts of adding another business group (DevOps) to the
company\\'s existing vRealize Automation (vRA) deployment. Existing users have reported that response times for login
into their 

vRA infrastructure has spiked recently and it is taking longer than usual. The Active Directory user base, after the
addition of DevOps users, could increase to well over 100,000 users and 50 groups. 

What is the VMware-recommended design to address this scenario? 

A. Add an additional connector to the existing Active Directory. 

B. Add an additional IaaS proxy agent. 

C. Add an additional IaaS DEM server. 

D. Change the default access policy when adding the additional user base. 

E. Increase the vRA virtual appliance memory allocation on each machine as per sizing guidelines. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Which are three considerations to take into account when designing a fabric group? (Choose three.) 

A. Infrastructure resources can be organized into fabric groups and be assigned one or more fabric administrators to
manage the resources in the fabric group. 

B. Once a fabric group is created in a specific tenant, its resources can only be consumed by members of business
groups in that tenant. 

C. Fabric groups are required for virtual and cloud endpoints. 
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D. Only resources that exist on the clusters selected for the fabric group are discovered during data collection. 

E. A fabric administrator can add or remove compute resources to and from a fabric group. 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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